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Abstract 

In order to avoid a relatively large risk of dramatic adverse climatic changes during ihe next 
century, greenhouse gas emissions must be reduced significantly relative to present emissions. CO, 
is ihe most important greenhouse gas, so any international agreement will certainly cover CO, 
emissions. 

Any international agreement to reduce emissions of C 0 2 is going to have a significant impact on 
the markets for fossil fuels. The analysis shows that it is not only the amount of C O : emission-; 
permitted in an agreement which matters for fossil fuel prices, but also the type of agreement. 
Two obvious forms of agreements, which under certain assumptions both are cost efficient, are 
(a) Iradeable emission permits, and (b) an international C 0 2 tax. If the fossil fuel markets were 
perfectly competitive, these two types of agreements would have the same effect on ihe producer 
price of fossil fuels. However, fossil fuel markets are not completely competitive. Ii is shown ih-.u. 
under imperfect competition, direct regulation of the "tradeable quotas" type tends to imply higher 
producer prices than an international C 0 2 tax giving the same total C 0 2 emissions. 

A numerical illustration of the oil market indicates that the difference in producer prices lor i he 
two types of C 0 2 agreements is quite significant. 
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I. Introduction 

Climatic changes due to the greenhouse effect may be one of (he most serious environmental 
problems in the next century. Without any regulation of emissions of greenhouse gases, the 
average global temperature will probably increase by 1.5 - 4.5°C during the next century. 
Moreover, patters of precipitation, wind, ocean currents etc. may change in dramatic and 
unpredictable ways, cf. e.g. the IPCC report. 

The greenhouse problem is a global environmental problem. It is only the world wide Mim ol 
greenhouse gas emissions which matters for the environment, and not the distribution ot'emission* 
between countries. There is therefore a strong "prisinors' dilemma" element in the problem: Each 
country knows that its own emissions have only a negligible effect on total emissions, and 
therefore also on the climate.1 No country has any incentive to impose on itself the large costs 
associated with significant reductions o[ its greenhouse gas emissions. 

In order to avoid a relatively large risk of dramatic adverse climatic changes during the ne\i 
century, greenhouse gas emissions must be reduced significantly relative to present emissions. Due 
to the "prisinors' dilemma" aspect discussed above, such reductions will require some form ol 
international agreement. C0 2 is the most important greenhouse gas, so any international 
agreement will certainty cover CQ2 emissions. In fact, it can be argued that at least initiallv. a 
greenhouse agreement will cover only C0 2 ; C 0 2 is not only the most important greenhouse i:a>. 
it is also the greenhouse gas which is easiest to monitor. 

CO : emissions are intrinsicly linked to burning of fossil fuels. Any international agreement 10 
reduce C0 2 emission must therefore reduce the use of fossil fuels. Simple supply and demand 
analysis would suggest that reduced demand for oil and coal would reduce the producer price ol 
these goods. This certainly would be the case for perfectly competitive markets unless supply 
functions were perfectly elastic. However, for markets where producers have some market power, 
the producer price depends not only on the level of demand, but also on the elasticity ol demand. 
Environmental regulations which impose upper limits on the demand for fossil fuels typically make 
demand less elastic. This tends, cet. per., to increase the producer price ol" fossil fuels. 

1 In 1986 the share of world wide C 0 2 emissions for USA and USSR were 24(c and Ir
respectively, d. Halvorsen et al. (1989). 



International agreements on CO, emissions may take several forms. The most ohwou.s c.inJul.lit

is an agreement requiring all participating countries to cut back their emissions h> a unilorm 

percent rate (relative to some base year). This type of agreement has several weaknesses. el', e.ii. 

Hoe! (1991). In particular, it is not cost efficient: Even for the unlikely case of I00 r c participation, 

the goal for world wide C02 emissions could generally be reached at lower costs by allocating C O : 

emissions differently from what is implied by equal percent reductions. 

A more cost efficient type of agreement would be (a) to agree upon some total level n! emi>Mon.v 

(bj allocate emissions permits to countries in some particular way (agreed upon through 

negotiations), and (c) letting countries freely trade emissions permits. Further discussions of ihN 

type of agreement is given by e.g. Grubb (1989), Pearce (1990) and Hoel (1990). 

The agreement above regulates the total level of C 0 2 directly. An alternative type of agreement 

is indirect regulation through some form of an international C 0 2 tax. One such tax form could he 

an international agreement requiring the governments of all participating countries in impose taxes 

on all use of fossil fuels, with tax rates depending on the C 0 2 emissions per unit nf fuel burnt. 

Another type of C 0 2 tax could be a tax charged by an international agency on the governments 

of all participating countries, depending on the C 0 2 emissions of each country. The re\ enucs I n >m 

such a tax scheme would be reimbursed to the countries according to some specified criteria 

agreed upon through negotiations, such as e.g. historical C 0 2 emissions, GNP and populations < see 

e.g. Hoel (1990) for further discussion). With this tax scheme, it is left to the countries themscKcs 

to set targets for their own C 0 2 emissions, and to choose policies to reach these targets. As 

argued in Hoel (1990), this type of tax scheme corresponds completely to direct regulation oi CO, 

emissions through tradeable emission permits2: The tax rate on C 0 2 emissions under the i.i\ 

scheme corresponds to the market price of emission permits under direct regulation, and i re

distribution of reimbursements of the tax revenue under the tax scheme corresponds to the initial 

distribution of emission permits under direct regulation. 

: The two regulation systems are isomorphic only if countries are small, in the sense thai ihe\ 
regard the price of emission permits as exogenous under the system of direct regulation, and ilic\ 
regard their own contribution to total emissions as negligible under the tax scheme, el \hK-i 
(1990) for a further discussion. 
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Under a tax scheme, total CO : emissions are lower the higher the tax rate. With a smuhh Wioseii 
lax rate, one can therefore reach any specified level of CO ; emissions as a market cquihbimm 
Direct regulation of CO : emissions (with or without the possibility of trade in cnii.vitm [vmiiis, 
and a C02 tax may thus be seen as two alternative types of international agreements for adiicvint' 
a level of world wide CO z emissions which is internationally agreed upon. The purpn.se nf this 
paper is to compare the effects of these two alternative types of agreements on the markets tur 
fossil fuels. 

If the governments of the participating countries pay a CO : lax to some international aiienc>. u 
seams reasonable to assume that this tax will be passed on to the users of fossil fuels in cwli 
country. Also for international agreement with direct regulation of CO : emissions, each countn. 
may use a C02 tax as its domestic policy tool to achieve its required (for non-tradeable emission 
permits) or desired (for tradeable permits) level of C0 2 emissions. The domestic CO, tax should 
in this case be equal to the shadow price of the CQ2 constraint facing the country. If permits tor 
CQ2 emissions are not tradeable, these shadow prices will normally differ between countries. 
implying non-uniform domestic C0 2 taxes. If on the other hand emission permits are inuicahlc. 
rational countries will choose emissions so that the shadow price of their CO : constraint is ei|u.il 
to the market price of emission permits (provided the countries are small, cf. footnote 2}. In this 
case the domestic C0 2 taxes will thus be equalized across countries. 

Section 2-4 give a theoretical analysis of the market for a single good. One may interpret this good 
as some aggregate of fossil fuels, or simply as oil (which is the most important source of CO : 

emissions). In section 2 it is demonstrated that provided the market for the good is perlectk 
competitive, direct regulation and regulation by taxes have the same effect on the producer price 
of the good. On the other hand, if the supply side of the market is completely monopolized, the 
producer price of the good is higher under direct regulation than wiih regulation through t.i\cs. 
cf. section 3. In section 4 this result is shown to hold also for the intermediate ca.se of one or 
several dominant firms with a competitive fringe. 

In Section 5 the case of two goods is considered, with oil and coal as the obvious interpretation 
It is shown that if both goods are supplied competitively, it makes no difference for ihe producer 
prices of the goods whether one uses direct regulation or regulation through taxes. However, this 
ts no longer true if oil is supplied by a monopolist while coal is supplied competitiveK ht ilm C.IM. 

http://purpn.se
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the producer price of both goods is higher under direct regulation than under regulation through 

i axes. Moreover, the same level of COj emissions is achieved with more cu;il production and less 

oil production under direct regulation of COT emissions than regulation through a CCu tax. 

Section 6 gives a numerical analysis of the oil market for the year 2000. The supply side of the oil 
market is an oligopoly with a competitive fringe. The numerical analysis confirms that the future 
producer price of oil depends quite strongly on (a) whether or not an agreement to reduce CO ; 

emissions is reached, and (b) if an agreement is reached, whether emissions are regulated direciK 
or through an international tax. 

2. Perfect competition 

Consider first the case of a perfectly competitive market. Denote the quantity of the good by \. 
the producer price by p, and the consumer price by q3. The supply and demand functions are s(p) 
and d(q), respectively. As explained in the introduction, the good may be interpreted as some 
aggregate of fossil fuels, i.e. regulation of the quantity of the good corresponds to regulation ol 
global emissions of COz. 

Without any tax or other regulation, we have p = q, and the market equilibrium p11 is given by 
s(p°) = d(p°), see also Fig. 1. 

Assume that one for environmental reasons wants to limit the quantity of the good lo x'" < x" = 
s(p°). This may be carried out by tradeable emission permits4, in which case the cllecmc 
aggregate demand curve D(p,x) becomes 

3 By "consumer price" we mean the border price for a counntry which is a net importer ol 
the good. The individual consumers in such a country may face a price different from q. ;n least 
for the case of tradeable quotas (cf. the discussion in section I). 

J It is only through "efficient rationing", e.g. through tradeable emission permits, ih.d iZA, 
gives an accurate description of the constrained demand function. With tradeable quoi.is onl\ 
global emissions are fixed, whereas emissions from each country is fixed in an inieni.iti.in.il 
agreement specifying maximal CO : emissions for each country (non-tradeahle permits) 

I 
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d(pj for p j q ' 
111) D(p,x') = { 

x* for p < q* 

where q* is defined by 

(2.2) d(q*) = x* 

This demand curve is illustrated by the heavily drawn kinked (al (x*. q*)) curve in Fiy. 1. The 
equilibrium price p* is in this case given by s(p*) = D(p*. x"). From Fig. 1 wc immediate!) -*cc 
ihat p* < p° < q*. If the rationing of the countries is done through tntdcable quotas ihe 
equilibrium price of the quotas is given by q* - p*. The individual consumers in each cnumr> p.i\ 
p" to the producers. Moreover, they may in addition pay a domestic tax equal to the price of 
tradeable quotas, cf. the discussion in section 1 and footnote 3. 

As an alternative to quotas, one may impose an international tax on emissions in order to reduce 
the quantity of the good from x° to x*. [n this case each country pays tax to an imerniitiomil 
agency. Moreover, to reach a nationally efficient level of emissions, domestic consumers in e.ieh 
country are faced with the same tax rate, denoted by t. In this case the consumer price is q = p 
+ t, and the market equilibrium is given by s(p*) = d(p* + t). In Fig. 1, the denuind lunetiun 
d(p), giving the relationship between producer price and demand, is moved parallelly dimrmauK 
in a vertical distance equal to t. If t is chosen equal to q* - p* in Fig. 1, the new equilibrium tjiws 
the desired quantity x*. The producer price p* is the same as under tradeable permits, while the 
consumer now pays q* for the good. 

3. Pure monopoly 

Assume now that the good is produced by a monopoly with a cost function c(\). As belore. 
demand is initially given by d(q), where q is the consumer price. Denote the inverse demand 
function by q(x) (= d'1 (x)). In the absence of any kind of regulation, the monopolist maximises 
q(x)x - c(x), giving the optimal output 

(3.1) q(x°) + xV(x°) = cTx0) 
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This equilibrium is illustrated in Fig. 2. where M(x) = q(x) + xq'(x) is the marginal revenue I'UAL-

(which is assumed downward sloping). 

Assume, as in section 2, that an agency for environmental reasons wants to limit the quantity nl 
the good to x* < x°. If this is done by tradeable permits, the effective demand curve uHl be given 
by (2.1), which is illustrated by the heavily drawn kinked (at (x*. q*)) curve in Fig. 2. It is uh\mus 
that the optimal price for the monopolist in this case is q*; The monopolist cannot sell more ih;m 
x* even if the price is set louder than q*. while a price above q* will reduce revenue mure than 
costs, since M(x*) > c'(x*). In this case tradeable permits raise the producer price (since \i = *.]>. 
However, the monopolists's profits go down, since the unconstrained optimal price output pair tq". 
x°) gives a higher profit than all other price output pairs along the demand curve, including iq . 
x*)-

[f the agency instead imposes a tax ton C 0 2 emissions, the monopolist's profit is (q(x) - i)\ - c(\j. 
and maximization gives 

(3.2) q(x) + xq*(x) = c'(x) + t 

With a suitably chosen tax rate, (3.2) gives the price output pair (q*, x*) ;is illustrated m Fit:. 2. 
The consumers thus pay the same price under the two types of regulations The producer, howeser. 
gets a lower price under the tax scheme (= q* - t) than under quotas, and therefore also lower 
profits. 

4. Dominant firm with fringe 

The oil market is neither fully competitive nor controlled by a single monopolist. A mure suitable 
description of the oil market is a dominant firm (OPEC) with a competitive fringe consisting ut 
price taking producers. One could certainly argue that OPEC doesn't behave as a single profit 
maximizing producer. An alternative would be to consider some or ali OPEC countries as 
oligopolists, with the remaining oil producers as price takers. In Appendix A it is show n thai if the 
oligopolists in this case behave as Cournot oligopolists, the properties of [his market structure \\i\l 
be qualitatively similar to the simple case of one dominant firm with a umipeiiiiic innye v\e 

f 
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thercfoie stick to the latter case in this section. 

Consider first the lax scheme. Residual demand facing the dominant firm is the difference between 
total demand d(q) and fringe supply s(p). Inserting q = p + t (where i 2 (I) and letting y ilemne 
output of the dominant firm, residual demand under the tax scheme is 

(4.1) y = d(p+t) - s(p) 

Inverting this function gives 

(4.2) p = p(y.t) 

From (4.1) we have 

(4.3) 

The dominant firm chooses y such that 

(4.4) i(y,t) = p(y.t)y - c(y) 

is maximized, i.e. 

(4.5) ity = p(y,t) + ypy(y.t) - c'(y) = 0 

It is easy to verify that just like for the case of pure monopoly, Sp/3i cannot he signed m the 

general case. However, profits are necessarily lower the higher t is. since 

e 
(4.6) — [max it(y,t)| = yp, < 0 

3t y 

from (4.3). 

p — <C 
P' s'-d' 

"~h" 



s 
A suitable tax rate t* makes p(y*. t") = q(x*) = q*. I.e.. at this tax t' ; consumers viam u> bu\ 
exactly x*. which was the environmentally determined target value tor output. 

Wiih regulation based on tradeable permits, which is an alternative to the tax scheme, ihe un.il 
demand function is given by (2.1), With this total demand function, residual demand is changed 
from (4.1) (with t = 0) to 

d(p) - s(p) for p > q* 
(4.7) y = { 

x* - s{p) for p s q* 

The dominant firm thus faces a demand function which is declining in p lor all p. although it i«, 

kinked at p = q*. 

Since the unconstrained profit function of the dominant firm is concave, we know that ihe 
constrained dominant firm will never choose to be on the unconstrained portion of the residual 
demand function (4.7). We can therefore restrict the discussion top £ q*, i.e. y * xT - s(q r). 

For p i. q" the inverled demand function becomes 

(4.8) p = P(y, *•) 

and from (4.7) we see that for p < q* 

1 
(4.9) P y = - — < 0 

s' 

Comparing (4.9) with (4.3) we see that Py < py for the same value of p. 

The profit of the dominant firm is 

(4.10) II(y,t) = P(y.x*)y - c(y) 
From (4.10) we derive 

http://un.il
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(4.11) Hy = P(y,x') + yP,(y.x") - c'(y) 

If the dominant firm in the present case of tradeable permits chooses ihe price level p*. which u.ts 
optimal under the tax scheme, it follows from (4.1) and (4.7) that output level ciju.il.s y . since p 
< q* and d(p* + t*) = x*. It thus also gets the same profits. However, at ihis output level ii is 
clear from (4.5) and (4.11) that Dy < n y = 0, since P(y*.x*) = p(y , ;,t\) and Pv < pv. cf. the 
discussion after (4.9). But this means that the dominant firm can get a higher profit by chousing 
a lower output than y*. In other words, since Pv<0 (cf. (4.9)), the dominant firm c.m increase lis 
profits by increasing the producer price to a level higher than p*. which was optimal under the 
tax scheme. 

We have thus shown that compared with the tax scheme, tradeable permits give gives (a) a higher 
producer price, (b) higher profits for the dominant firm, (c) higher profits and higher production 
from the fringe (since both are increasing in p), and (d) lower production by the dominiini lirm 
(from (c), since total production is x* in both cases). 

Under perfect competition, the consumer price was lower under quotas than under ihe tax 
scheme. Under pure monopoly, the consumer price was the same under both eases. Under the 
present market form, consumer prices will be equal under the two forms of regulation if q' is the 
optimal price under quotas. Whether or not this will be the case depends on the properties ot the 
demand, supply and cost functions. Although q* will be the optimal producer price lor Mal
functions, other functions will imply that a price below q* is optimal for the dominant firm «hen 
demand is regulated by tradeable permits. If total permits are less than the quantity corresponding 
to equilibrium without the dominant firm (demand equal to supply from the "fringe"), the new 
residual demand, which is smooth, is placed below the initial residual demand. In this ease opimi.il 
producer price is for sure less than q'. 

5. Two interdependent markets 

Consider two goods, with quantities Xj and x2. We interpret good 1 as oil and good 2 .is uul 
Moreover, we choose units so that total C02 emissions are proportional to x, tx,. A cost elliciem 
regulation through taxes thus implies the same tax per unit produced of both goods W uh equ.il 

http://opimi.il
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taxes demand for the two goods are d,(p!+t. p 2 + t) (i = 1. 2), where P[ and p : .ue the pri'du^er 

prices of the goods, and the tax rate is t (2 0). 

Consider first the case in which supply is perfectly competitive for both goods, with supply function 
s t (p j and s2(p2). Market equilibrium is given by 

(5.1) x, = di(Pi + t. p 2+t) = s^pj) 
(5.2) x2 = d 2(p 1 + t .p 2 +t) = s2(pj) 

Under weak conditions on tiie demand functions, the equilibrium value of Xj+x, goes down as t 

increases.5 For a target level x* for X!+x2, there thus exists some tax t* > 0. with corresponding 

prices pj* and p2*. 

If the target x* for Xj+x2 is reached through tradeable permits instead of a tax. we gel iwu 

constrained demand functions Dx(pv p2) and D2(vv p2) which satisfy 

(5.3) DjCp,, p2) + D 2 ( P l , p2) = x* 

We assume that D n < 06, and that 

(5.4) D„ + D 1 2 = 0 

In other words, it is only the price difference between the two goods which matters for demand 
as long as buyers are constrained by Xj + x2 = x*. This assumption is discussed in Appendix B. 

Under tradeable permits, equilibrium producer prices are given by 

(5.5) D^p,, p 2) = S l ( P l ) 

(5.6) x* - D^p,, p2) = s2(p2) 

5 However, we cannot rule out the possibility of dxjdl > 0 for i= 1 or \ = 2. FIT d -<d .mJ 
d :i sd 2 2 we get dx/dt < 0 for i = 1.2. 

I 
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It is obvious from (5.4) that the equilibrium prices (p,*, p:*) from (5.1)-(5.2) Miiisly (5.5)-(5.<>): 
Supply remains the same as in (5.1)-(5.2), and so does the constrained dem.mcl .since N'th 
consumer prices are reduced by the same amount t* (cf. (5.4))'. 

We have thus shown that under perfect competition, it makes no difference to producer prices 
or outputs of the two goods whether regulation of CO : emissions is directly on emission:, or 
through a CQ2 tax. 

We now turn to the case in which oil production is controlled by a monopolist, while eo.il suppU 
is assumed perfectly competitive (as above). This is obviously far from a true description ol the 
actual oil and coal market: The oil market is not controlled by a single monopolist; market 
structures of the type discussed in the previous section and Appendix A are closer to reality. 
Moreover, the coal industry is subsidized and regulated in various ways in several countries. ;md 
thus not fully competitive. Nevertheless, the coal industry is in some sense probably more 
competitive than the oil industry. Our rather extreme characterization of these two markets thus 
at least gives a very crude illustration of some qualitative features of these markets. 

The profit of the oil producing monopolist is given hy p ^ - CJ(XJ), where c^Xj) is the COM 
function of the monopolist. The monopolist chooses Xj such that this expression is maximized 
subject to a relationship between output and price that reflects the rmirkcc constraint ol' i he-
monopolist. With a C 0 2 tax the constraints facing the monopolist are 

(5.7) x, =d I (p l +t , p 2+t) 

(5.8) s2{p2) = d 2(p 1+t,p 2+t) 

These two equations define pl as a function of Xj and t, which we denote by p,(X|.t). The 
monopolist's profit is 

(5.9) «(xpt) = PiCxptJx, - c^x,) 

7 Consumers faced with p^ + l* and p2*+t* buy x* units of enei^y. When i' decrcuso. i u» 
zero) the unconstrained demand increases. But under tradeable permits total purchases of eneri!> 
is fixed equal to x\ i.e. total demand will not change. Moreover, demand for each fuel is unaltered 
as the price difference is unaffected (cf. (5.4)). 

http://eo.il
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With a tax tV profit maximization thus gives an output level x," defined by 

(5.10) rc,(V.f) = PI(XI*.'*)+XI'PIICXIM*K'1>M") = 0 

(where jtj =3n/8x1and p n —dp^dx^. 

With direct regulation of C 0 2 emissions, the constraints facing the monupolisi are 

(5.11) x, = Di(p,.p 2) 
(5.12) s2(p2) = x* - x, 

These two equations define p 5 as a function of Xj and x*, which we denote by P^.Vj.x). Fro/ 
(5.11) and (5.12) it is easily derived that 

P„=— l- -<0 
" &, Du 

(where we have inserted D 1 2 - -D 1 2, cf. (5.4)). 

The constrained monopolist's profit is 

(5.14) n^,**) = PtCx^x'Jx, - c,(x,) 

From (5.14) we derive 

(5.15) IlitVjc*) = P ^ V . x ' J + V P n v V . x ' K ' v V ) 

(where n, =3II/Sx,). 

If the monopolist in the present case of Iradeable permits chooses the output level \ , ' uhich wa-
optimal under the tax scheme, x2 and p 2 = s2

_ 1(x2) must be equal in the two cases, MIKU \. = \ 
x," for both types of regulations. But for 



diCp l*+t*.P:'+f) = D 1(p I.p 2*) = x l ' 

to hold, it follows from (5.4) that pl = p t \ i.e. P^x,*.**) = Pi(xl*.i*V 

It is shown in Appendix Cthat P,j(x,*.x*) < Pn( xi*' 1 ' ) provided the supply of eoal is stillsieniK 
inelastic or ;he cross derivatives of the unconstrained demand function are not too large.'' Using 
this inequality as well as the property P^x^x*) = p^x/.t*) just derived, it follows lrum i.\!0. 
and (5.15) that n^x,*^*) < Tij(x,*,t*) = 0. The second order condition therefore implies ih.n \ 
must be reduced below x,* to make Ilufx^x*) = 0, which U a necessary condition lor 
maximization of the constrained profit function (5.14). In other words, the ouiput of nil must he 
lower and the producer price of oil must be higher (of. 5.13) with direct regulation of CO, 
emissions than with a C 0 2 tax. Moreover, since Xj + x2 = x* in both cases and X;* = s :(p,) is a 
rising function, the output of coal and the producer price of coal must be higher uiih direct 
regulation of C 0 2 emissions than with a C 0 2 tax. 

6. A numerical model 

To get a numerical illustration of the issues treated in the previous sections, we h ve used ;i simple 
PC-model for the oil market. Treating the oil market in isolation from other fossil fuels is ol 
course a drastic simplification of issues related to international agrsements on CO, emissions. In 
the first place, any C 0 2 agreement will directly affect the use of coal and natural gas m addition 
lo oil (cf. also section 5). In the second place, even if an international agreement limited itself to 
the use of oil, the other fossil fuel markets (i.e. coal and natural gas) would be indircetty nfleaed 
by the price changes and/or rationing on the oil market. The induced price changes lor aul and 
natural gas would in turn affect the oil market. The last effect is possible to take ir'.o 
consideration because the demand equations contain prices for alternative fuels, but u( euurse rt 
is the effects on the other markets that is difficult to assess. 

fn spite of these objectives to considering the oil market in isolation, uc believe ihai <>m 
numerical analysis nevertheless sheds some light on the order of magnitude of the elkvts on the 

8 More precisely: Provided d i : + d 2 1 s -d n ; see Appendix C for an interpret.itmn ol this 
sufficient condition. 
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producer price of oil discussed in the previous sections. Our model tor the nil market is .1 static 
model for an arbitrary future year.9 In the present analysis, this year is 20(H). 

The supply side of the model consists of an oligopoly with a fringe. The oligopoly consists of the 
13 OPEC countries as well as 5 other large oiJ producers which historically h;ive had .some 
cooperation with OPEC These 5 non-OPEC oligopolists, called NOPEC. are Egypt. \lal.1\si.1. 
Mexico. Oman and Norway. The 18 oligopoly countries have their individual cost functions. The 
invcrse-L shaped cost functions are probably the most uncertain part of the model, due tu ihc lack 
of relevant data for production costs in these countries. The capacity limits ol all nlio>pn|\ 
members are exogenous, and our estimate for the 13 OPEC countries is approximately 32 mbd 
in 2000. This implies an increase of 4-5 mbd compared to the present situation. 

The model allows for a flexible treatment of the oligopoly producers. In the present analysis, iwu 
cases are considered. In the first case, all 18 oligopolists act as Cournoi oligopolists. In the second 
case, the NOPEC countries act as Cournot oligopolists, while OPEC cooperates bv cutting hack 
their production levels proportionally compared to their Cournot outputs, so that total profits m 
OPEC are maximized.10 

The remaining producing countries are grouped in two. one with an aggregate supply fimeijnn 
giving oil as a rising function of the oil price, and one consisting of USSR. Eastern Europe and 
China, which have exogenous net exports. 

On the demand side, all buyers are price takers. Buyers are divided into three regions. n.imeK 
USA, rest of OECD (here simply called OECD), and LDC's. In each region demand depends mi 
the consumer price of oil products, the price on alternative fuels and the level of GDP. As 
mentioned above the model is a static one, so the elasticities are of long run nature. 

9 For a detailed description of the model, see Berger et. al. (19S8). 
1 0 A first best maximization of OPECs profits gives a very unrealistic distribution 01 

production levels between OPEC countries. In the absence of an institutional framework for large 
side payments between OPEC countries, it seems more reasonable to assume that the OPEC 
countries cut down their production levels proportionately relative 10 their non-cnopcr.iti\e (i.e. 
Cournot) outputs. However, for the variables of interest in the present analysis ii makes luilc 
quantitative difference which of these two assumptions one uses. 

\ 
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Without any regulation of the oil market, demand grows trom I9S6 (the b;isc ve.ir. M 2nuit. The 

demand growth depends on the growth in GDP and the behaviour of the oligopoly in 2i)uu. W uh 

Cournot oligopoly, demand grows by 20.6 Vc, while it grows by only S.Sfc if ihe OPEC counti ic-

cooperate. 

If an international agreement on CO; emissions is reached, it seems likely that ihe mdustnaluei.1 
countries will have to bear a relatively larger share of the burdens than the LDC's. In our .m.iksi.s. 
we have iherefore considered a target oil consumption for USA and OECD in 20(H) which is Zti^c 
below the actual consumption in 1988 for these two regions. For the LDC's. on ihe niher hand. 
the only restriction is thai they should not use more oil in 2000 than they would in the releicnce 
cases without any agreement. 

Notice that the agreement described above is generally not cost efficient. A cost efficient 
agreement would give some target level of total emission (or oil consumption in our modet) for 
the whole world, and have some institutional arrangement making this level reached with equal 
marginal costs of emission reduction for all countries. As mentioned in ihe introduction, an 
international emission tax and tradeable emission permits are two examples of such insiituiion.il 
arrangements. The agreement described above, with specific targets for each of the three demand 
regions, will generally imply that marginal costs of emission reductions will differ heiwecn ihc 
three regions. 

The main results are summarized in table 1. Consider first the case in which the OPEC countries 
behave as Cournot oligopolists. Environmental considerations give a target (curt of orJ 
consumption i 2000 which is 20.3% lower than the in the reference case. This mm he achieved 
by a CO rtax on oil of 104% in USA, 113% in OECD, and 45% in the LDCV1' In a COM 
efficient international agreement, the tax rate would be the same in all regions.1" In our case the 
LDC's have a much lower tax rate than USA and OECD. This means that the same environmental 
goal (i.e. same oil consumption in our model) could be achieved at lower world costs h\ 

1 1 This tax is on the producer price plus domestic costs of distribution etc. 
1 2 It is the dollar tax per unit of oil which should be equalized across countries. This implies 

an equal percent lax for all countries only if domestic costs of distribution etc. are equal across 
countries, cf. the previous footnote (the producer price of oil is independent of which hu\er we 
consider). 

i 
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reallocating oil from the LDCs to USA and OECD. 

The tax scheme reduces the producer price from 19.2 dollars per barrel 10 10.1 dnllai\ |vi 
barrel.13 In a fully competitive market, we would get the same price reduction it' oil consumption 
was regulated through quotas instead of taxes. However, this is not the case under our Cuurnoi 
oligopoly with a competitive fringe. Under this market form regulation by quotas gives a price tall 
only to 17.4 dollars per barrel. There is thus a considerable difference in the producer price ol oil 
tor the two ways of regulating oil consumption. 

Table 1 also illustrates the case in which the OPEC countries cooperate. In this case the target 
level of oil consumption in 2000 is only 12.4% below the consumption in the reference case. The 
total demand if an international agreement on C0 2 emissions are reached is somewhat lower in 
the OPEC cooperation case due to the fact that demand in the LDC's is lower in the* reference 
case then. The necessary C02-taxes are relatively modest: 30fc, 36% and lcx for USA. OECD and 
LDC's, respectively. Moreover, the producer price is only moderately affected by the tax (frum 
23.7 to 21.6 dollars per barrel). IF one instead regulated the oil consumption through quotas, we 
get a significant rise in the producer price of oil: from 23.7 to an average of 28.8 dollars per barrel. 
There is thus also for this market form a considerable difference in the producer price ol ml lm 
the two ways of regulating oil consumption. In this solution the producer price is different in ihc 
3 demand areas. The actual producer price in each market is the price that give the same 
consumer price as in the tax case. 

All prices are 1986 US dollars per barrel. 
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TABLE 1: QUANTITIES (IN MILL. BARRELS PER DAY) AND PRICES (IN luso l.S 
DOLLARS PER BARREL) IN 2000 

Reference f Tax ( Quotas 

COURNOT OLIGOPOLY 

Consumption 59.2 47.9 47.9 

Reduction in % 0 20.3 20.3 

Producer price 19.2 10.1 17.4 

CO,-tax in % 

USA 0 104 0 

OECD 0 113 0 

LDC 0 45 0 

OPEC COOPERATION 

Consumption 53.4 46.8 46.8 

Reduction in % 0 12.4 12.4 

Producer price 23.7 21.6 28.8 

CO,-tax in % 

USA 0 30 0 

OECD 0 36 0 

LDC 0 7 0 

7. Conclusions 

Any internationa) agreement to reduce emissions of C0 2 is going to have a significant impact on 
the markets for fossil fuels. The present analysis has shown that it is not only the amount ol"CO: 

emissions in an agreement which matters for fossil fuel prices, but also the type of ayrccniL-ni. In 
particular, direct regulation of the "tradeable quotas" type tends to give imply higher producer 
prices than an international C 0 2 tax giving the same total C0 2 emissions. This impnrt.ini Icituiv 
is a consequence of the fossil fuel markets not being completely competitive. 

The two most important sources of C0 2 emissions are the use of oil and coal. In the .m,ij\sjs. uw 



IS 

have argued that the oil market is less competitive than the coal market. In addition 10 treating 

the fossil fuel market as an aggregate, the formal analysis therefore also considercs the cAU'cmc 

case of a monopolistic oil supply and a fully competitive coal supply. As for the case when the oil 

market is treated in isolation, the producer price of oil is hisher with direct regulation than with 

a C 0 2 tax. The same is true for the producer price of coal, in spite of the .tssumpiion of ;i l'u]h 

competitive coal market. 

A numerical illustration of the oil market indicates that the difference in producer price* humcui 
ihe two types of C0 2 agreements is quite significant. 
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Appendix A: Cournot oligopoly with a competitive fringe 

Denote ihe total output of the oligopoly y, and oligopolist no. is output v;. Total oligopoly »uiipui 

is equal to the residua! demand given by (4.1) under a CO;, lax, whereas (4.7) gi\e:. ICMJU.II 

demand under C 0 2 permits. 

The profit of producer no. i is py, - c,(y,). Under the tax scheme, the profit maximizing outputs :irc 

found by inserting (4.2), which gives 

(A.1) p(y.t) + y,py(y,t) = c/tø) 

With a suitable tax t \ we get p(y*,t*) = p* = q* - t*. where d(q*) = x* is the target level of total 

output. 

Instead of the tax, tradeable permits may regulate global consumption of fossil fuels. The optimal 

conditions (A.1) must in this case be substituted by 

(A.2) P(y,x*) + yiPy(y.x*) = c/tø) 

The function P(yjt*) must satisfy P(y*jc*) = p(y*.t*) = p \ since fringe output i(p) mu.M he the 

same under rationing as under a tax scheme if oligopoly output is the same (the sum is equal to 

x* in both cases). Since Pv(y*,x*) < py(y*,t*) we thus have 

(A.3) P<yV) + y iPy(y*.x') < c/tø') 

or 

(A.4) P(y**') + y iPy(y•**) = c/tø-) - «, 

where all a, (defined by the equation (A.4)) must be positive due to (A.3). 

If the marginal cost functions were c,'(y() • ot|t the outputs y,' would be optimiil lm the »..i\e >•: 



21) 
consumer rationing, cf. (A.2) and (A.3). Marginal cost functions arc however c,"(.\ (>. .nut noi 0 \ i 
- ar For most reasonable specificaiions of demand, supply and cost functions, .in imiv.jM.' m 
marginal costs for any producer will reduce total oligopoly output. Assuming irwi ihis i> the ^.K-
it follows from (A.2) and (A.4) that the y,-values satisfying (A.2) give lower oligopnK output \ 
than y*. In other words, oligopoly output is lower under consumer rationing than uniicr the t;i\ 
scheme. Since total output is the same in both cases (x*), fringe output is therefore higher undei 
tradeable permits than under the tax scheme. Since s'(p) > 0, this in turn implies ih.it the 
equilibrium producer price is higher under quotas than it is under the tax scheme. 

http://ih.it
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Appendix B: The constrained demand functions in section 5 

Consider an economy with one consumer14, with a utility function u(Xj.x:.z). uheiv /. ^ 
consumption of a numeraire good (with price equal to one). When the consumer laces the 
constraint x t + x2 sx*, his optimization problem may he characterized by the expenditure function 

(B.l) E(pltp2tU)-mmblxl+p2x2^z s.t. U{X1X2A)^V and xl+x2sx'^ 

where U is the consumer's utility level, and we have suppressed the argument x* in E[-> KM 
notationa! convenience. 

Applying the envelope theorem on (B,l) we find 

_dE(prP2,U) 
< B - 2 > x^Efr^U)-* dPi 

The consumer's utility level depends on the prices Pj.p;. (see below), so thai (B.2) implies 

The functions D^ppp^ are the constrained demand functions from section 5. about which we 
assumed D n + D ] 2 - 0, cf. (5.4). We want to see if this property can be derived from (B..i). 

From (B.3) we have 

(B.4) D„ *!>„ = £ „ • £ „ • £ , „ ( £ / , • I/,) 

where U, • dU/dp;. The constraint x t + x 2 = x* together with (B.2) implies that E M + E ;, = <(. 
Since E 1 2 = E^ follows from (B.l), we thus have E, t + E ; ; = 0. so that (B.4) may be rewritten 

1 4 The assumption of only one consumer means that we assume that ue m,i\ i^non. ihc 
demand effect of the redistribution of income caused by cfunges in energy prices 



(B.5) 0 „ * 0 1 2 =£,„(*/,*{/,) 

The right hand side represents the income effect of price changes on x,. If this income u f feci is 
ignored, we thus have the property D n + D 1 2 = 0. 

If the income effect is included in our analysis, we must calculate \Jt + L r

: to be able to lind D 
+ D12. In equilibrium, the consumer's expenditure is equal to total income, which depends on 
producer prices in some way or another: 

It is this equation which defines U(p rp 2). Differentiating and using E, = x, (cf. (B.2)) \MJ find 

(B.7) U = ^ 

where r^dr/dp^ 

Consider first a competitive economy. Then r(pi,p2) is defined by 

( B S ) r(plj>2)=maxiplxl+pJx2+z s.t. g(xl^c2^)^0} 

(where g(-) % 0 is the technology constraint). Applying the envelope theorem on (B.S) \\e i:ci i; 
= x,. which inserted into (B.7) implies U, = 0. For the competitive case it therefore lollops hum 
(B.5) that the property D n + D, 2 = 0 holds. 

When the supply side is non-competitive, we may have rf * x,. The condition D,, + D P = 0 m;iy 
nevetheJess hold. Consider the case treated in section 5, in which oil (good I) was >upplied h\ ,i 
monopolist, while coal (good 2) was supplied competitively. Assume for this c.ise iri.it the 
technology constraint is 

http://iri.it


(B.9) ! = Z ' - C ( V J ) 

where z* is exogenous and c(0,0) = 0. In other words, c(x l t \2) is the cost, in terms of tit 
numeraire good, of producing oi] and coal. In this case income is given by 

< B 1 ° ) r=pixl*p2x1*z'-c(xl,x,) 

(B.lt) 

dx, dx. 
rrxl+{prc1)-—+ip2-c,)—-

°Pi °Pi 

dx, dx, 
r1'X1*(pl-c^— *(P7-c2)— 

°Pl dp. 

(where c, - dc/dx,). Since x2 is supplied competitively, we have p : - c 2 = 0. Inserting c \ dpt 

D„ into (B.I1) and adding the two equations gives 

Inserting (B.12) into (B.7), and the resulting equation into (B.5), gives 

Only by chance would we have (p,-Ci)Elu = Eu. It is therefore clear that (B. 13) muM iinph D M 

+ D„ = 0. 



Appendix C: The inverse demand elasticity for oil in section 6 

From (5.7) and (5.8), which define Ihe function P](xlai). it is straightforward to dcriw ih.ii 

(CI) 
dp, 

Pu(*V» • T -
da-4 

a»i d^n-sh-d^ 
< 0 

assuming that d n d 2 2 - di 2d 2 t > 0. At the equilibrium point (tVp,*^'^*) we have s:" = s ; ' (p : ' 
andd,, = d^p^ + t*. p2'+t<). 

From (5.13) we have 

(C.2) dP. D..-si 
Pu^X) - TJ* - —Si—2 < 0 

From the discussion after (5.15) in section 5 we know that at the quantity x / . the producer prices 
are p t* and p2*. Due to the property (5.4) we thus have DÉJ = D^pj'.p,') = D^p^ + r. p : ' + t i. 

Combining (CI) and (C.2) gives 

(C3) 
/> U (*,V) s-i-du Si(-D„) 

We immediately see that P n / p u > 1 for s2'sufficiently small. In other words P n < p M . uruch \\.i 
assumed in section 5, certainly holds for a sufficiently small supply elasticity for cn;tl. 

For the more general case, it follows from (C.3) and s2" > 0 and - D n > 0 that 

p " , 1 
-0.1 

- 4 l 
<*.A >-L- "4. 4A1 

* l l 

1 
-0.1 

- 4 l 
4-du 

>-L- "4. -** J 



(Cl) Pu . < V ^ , A 
PU D l l d 2 2 

There is a relationship between d,. and D n due to the fact that the unconstrained demand for \, 

is equal to the constrained demand D,(p1,p2,x*) provided x* = xt + x2 has been optimally chosen, 

i.e. 

Differentiating with respect to pj and p 2 gives 

Inserting D 1 2 = -Du and solving for D u gives 

(C6) Du 

dU*d22+dt2+dll 

Combining (C.4) and (C.6) we get 

(C.7) - ! i > 1 * ' i 

4a 

Since d 2 2 < 0, we thus see from (C.7) that a sufficient conditica for P n / p n > 1. i.e. I'orP,, < p. t . 
is that d 1 2 + d 2 1 s -d n . This condition may also be written as -(d n + d,2) a d2|. which In* the 
following interpretation: The reduction in the unconstrained oM demand following from ,i ri.se in 
ihe p. e of oil and coal must be at least as large as the increase in the unconstrained co.il deni.md 
following from a rise in the oil price. 

http://ri.se
http://co.il
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